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It was only six months ago that the consensus was building that 2019 would be the 
year of the Euro.  The reality as we enter the early stages of the new trading year is that, 
instead of 2019 becoming the year where the Euro bounces back, the currency of Europe faces 
high risks of becoming an unfortunate casualty of global market turmoil.

EURUSD: 
0
Euro buyers guilty of over-reliance on a USD sell-of

The Euro, British Pound and Australian Dollar stand 

as the prime contenders out of the G10 currencies to 

sufer the most from a prolonged risk-of environment 

in financial markets, as investors are unwilling to add 

risk into their portfolios due to ongoing concerns over 

slowing global growth.

With the focus in Europe directed on the Italian budget 

deficit for a number of months, what still hasn’t been 

priced into the Euro is how exposed the Eurozone 

economy is to headwinds from the expected global 

economic slowdown. The prolonged trade tensions 

between the United States and China is also a major 

risk to the European economy. Europe relies heavily on 

demand from both nations for its goods. Therefore, if 

each of the economies in question slows down this year, 

this will have an impact on European data. 

DAILY

Written by Jameel Ahmad, Global Head of Currency Strategy and Market Research at FXTM 
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With none of these themes showing signs of letting up, 

there are plenty of reasons to expect Gold to continue its 

revival into 2019.

Themes that can support Gold this year include heightened 

political uncertainty in France, Italy’s budget drama and 

the ongoing Brexit turmoil. All of these circumstances 

provide just a few reasons to remain supportive on the 

yellow metal’s appeal as a safe-haven. When you then 

factor into the equation anxiety over the ongoing market 

turmoil and also fears that the global economy is expected 

to enter a downturn, signals are clear that bulls are ready 

in the vicinity to purchase the precious metal.   

As we enter Q1 of 2019, the outlook for Gold will be heavily 

influenced by geopolitics, US rate hike speculation and, 

equally as important, the Dollar’s trajectory. Rising 

geopolitical tensions across the globe are likely to fuel risk 

GOLD:
Expected to shine through market chaos 

Gold glittered intensely during the final quarter of 2018 as persistent trade tensions, explosively 

volatile equity markets and fears of plateauing global growth sent investors sprinting to 

safety. 

0

DAILY

Written by Lukman Otunuga, Research Analyst at FXTM
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For more information, please visit: www.forextime.com/eu                        

FXTM is an international online forex broker ofering financial services in forex, CFDs on spot metals and CFDs on Commodity Futures, 
Indices and Shares.

FXTM brand is authorized and regulated in various jurisdictions. ForexTime Limited (www.forextime.com/eu) is regulated by the Cyprus 
Securities and Exchange Commission with CIF license number 185/12, licensed by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA) of South 
Africa, with FSP No. 46614. The company is also registered with the Financial Conduct Authority of the UK with number 600475. FT Global 
Limited (www.forextime.com) is regulated by the International Financial Services Commission of Belize with License numbers IFSC/60/345/
TS and IFSC/60/345/APM. Forextime UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference number 
777911

CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 90 % of retail investor accounts lose 
money when trading CFDs with this provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can aford to 
take the high risk of losing your money.

NOTES TO EDITORS

The FXTM brand provides international brokerage services and gives access to the global currency markets, ofering trading in forex, 
precious metals, Share CFDs, and CFDs on Commodity Futures. Trading is available via the MT4 and MT5 platforms with spreads starting 
from just 1.3 on Standard trading accounts and from 0.1 on ECN trading accounts. Trading on the MT5 platform is not available for 
Forextime UK Limited. Bespoke trading support and services are provided based on each client’s needs and ambitions - from novices, 
to experienced traders and institutional investors. ForexTime Limited is regulated by the Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission 
(CySEC), with licence number 185/12 and licensed by the SA FSB with FSP number 46614. Forextime UK Limited is authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference number 777911. FT Global Limited is regulated by the International Financial Services 
Commission (IFSC) with license numbers IFSC/60/345/TS and IFSC/60/345/APM.
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